Painting Hair On Reborn Vinyl Doll Sculpts (Excellence In Reborn Artistry)
Excellence in Reborn Artistry, Where each and every Baby is a“One of A Kind” Original, presents:

Tips & Techniques: Painting Hair on Doll Sculpts

Who would have thought that painting hair on a reborn could be so much fun? Certainly not I, until I saw some artists dolls at the 2009 IDEX show. These reborn dolls had hand rooted in hair, but around the head, the hair looked so delicate. When I took a closer look, it was actually hand painted hair on those delicate areas of the head (forehead, temples, in front and around the ears). So I thought if delicate painted hair could be done to look like that, then what would it look like if the entire head was painted. Some doll sculpts, like the Citi Toy doll, have slight sculpt marks on the doll head. You might normally wig or hand root in the doll’s head, but this time give hair painting a try. In this guide you will find a quick, step by step instructions on how to give your new reborn that one of a kind look!
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Customer Reviews

The knowledge of hair painting was something I could not have done well without reading this book. A must read on this subject.

I am so very sad to give a negative review to someone who obviously cares about her art, but the
artistry in this book is NOT good. This is NOT the effect you want to accomplish on your doll. It looks (again, sorry to say this) like a child did it. She paints over a factory made doll with the hair "grooves" and the whole bit, in large kind of slabs of paint instead of thin lines. I can not recommend this e-book.

I found this book to give the detail that I needed to complete some of the more detail reborn techniques.
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